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Abstract
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) are unsupervised models that can learn
from an indefinitely large amount of images. On the other hand, models that generate images from language queries depend on high-quality labeled data that is scarce.
Transfer learning is a known technique that alleviates the need for labeled data, though
it is not trivial to turn an unconditional generative model into a text-conditioned one.
This work proposes a simple, yet effective finetuning approach, called Unconditionalto-Conditional Transfer Learning (U2C transfer). It can leverage well-established pretrained models while learning to respect the given textual condition conditions. We evaluate U2C transfer efficiency by finetuning StyleGAN2 in two of the most widely used textto-images data sources, generating the Text-Conditioned StyleGAN2 (TC-StyleGAN2).
Our models quickly achieved state-of-the-art results in the CUB-200 and Oxford-102
datasets, with FID values of 7.49 and 9.47 respectively. These values represent respective
relative gains of 7% and 68% when compared to prior work. We show that our method is
capable of learning fine-grained details from text queries while producing photorealistic
and detailed images. Finally, we show that the models structure the intermediate space
in a semantically meaningful fashion.

1

Introduction

Generating realistic images from human-written sentences is a challenging research area.
In recent years, many novel deep network frameworks to deal with this task have successfully been implemented and these architectures are also rapidly evolving, which increases
the potential development of applications to handle real-world problems in the area of image
editing, visual effects, and design industry. To address the problem of artificial image synthesis, Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [9, 21] have emerged as architecture with
promising results [6, 13], and recently, diffusion models [8, 12], as a generative framework
that synthesizes images with high variability and trustworthiness.
Generation of images based on detailed natural language descriptions is an even more
difficult task, as it inserts the representation of natural language into the problem. It is noteworthy that albeit unconditional GANs are able to learn from an indefinitely large amount
© 2022. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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Figure 1: Images synthesized by the proposed approach and the ground truth
of images, text-to-image models depend on high-quality labeled data that is scarce. Transfer
learning [25] is a known technique that alleviates the need for labeled data, though it is not
trivial to turn an unconditional generative model into a text-conditioned one.
We introduce Unconditional-to-Conditional Transfer Learning (U2C transfer) which allows the use of pre-training information from an unconditional network to generate textconditioned images. It is able to leverage pre-trained models that generate human faces and
adapt them to synthesize high-quality images of Birds [24] and Flowers [18] for instance.
Such images do present fine-grained details that respect the input textual query. This method
not only stabilizes the training process but also makes the training convergence faster. In addition, note that it is challenging to train a text-conditioned model on these datasets given that
they present a rather limited amount of images, which the discriminator easily overfits[4]. It
is also complex to get proper textual representations that contain rich details regarding the
data distribution of the dataset. Moreover, with few examples of captions, the space of the
sentence representation is highly discontinuous, highlighting the need for a better design for
such encoder.
U2C transfer is tested in the standard StyleGAN2[13] unconditional models by finetuning them in two widely used datasets. The resulting model, a Text-Conditioned StyleGAN2
(TC-StyleGAN2 for short), effortlessly bests prior work results in a few hundred iterations.
We try to follow and reuse the maximum number of pre-trained weights as possible, making only indispensable changes to the architecture. TC-StyleGAN2 also makes use of two
data augmentation mechanisms to help preventing overfitting: (i) a textual augmentation
technique [33], to increase smoothness and continuity of the conditional text space; and (ii)
adaptive discriminator augmentation (ADA) [14] which automatically regulates the strength
of the image transformations.
We quantitatively evaluate our models in terms of Fréchet Inception Distance (FID),
Kernel Inception Distance (KID), and Inception Score (IS). TC-StyleGAN2 achieved FID
of 7.49 and 9.47 for CUB-200 and Oxford-102 Flowers data, respectively. We also evaluate
qualitatively, by demonstrating that this model learns regular structures that allow image
editing via vector arithmetic operations in both condition and intermediate latent spaces.
The motivation for using the pre-trained models is that there are many more unconditional models than conditional ones, given that they are easier to train, have less complexity,
and can leverage from more data. By using more data, one can have higher-quality pretrained weights. We propose an approach that allows using such high-quality models in
datasets that contain very limited amounts of data.
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Figure 2: Overall architecture of TC-StyleGAN2.
In summary, we highlight the following contributions:
• We introduce a new transfer learning adaptation technique that involves modifications
to inputs, outputs, and loss function, using an unconditional model. Our method has
several advantages: it is easy to implement, trains faster and achieves state-of-theart results in a few iterations in two widely used datasets. Therefore, by using U2C
Transfer, potentially all unconditional models can be used for training text-conditional
models. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first transfer-learning approach that
allows that. The specific modifications we proposed were designed carefully to allow
reusing the maximum amount of weights, minimize complexity and avoid training
collapse.
• We demonstrate that TC-StyleGAN2 enables image editing using natural language
through arithmetic operations not only in the conditional space but also in the intermediate mapping space W, being able to modify several aspects of the image like colors,
sizes, and some specific details. We showed that W space carries a meaningful and
learned representation of the sentence.

2

TC-StyleGAN2

In this section, we describe our proposed approach, Text-Conditioned StyleGAN2 (TCStyleGAN2) that is depicted in Figure 2. StyleGAN2 models are still considered state-of-theart approaches for training unconditional Generative Adversarial Networks, and their results
hold strong even when compared to more recent counterparts such as StyleGAN3. The usual
recipe for training such kind of networks involve large amounts of data and huge computing
power, specially for training in larger resolutions. Notably, they are only able to generate images in an unconditional fashion, i.e., one cannot ask the model to generate a particular kind
of image using neither class information nor natural language queries. TC-StyleGAN2 aims
to give StyleGAN networks the ability to generate images from textual descriptions, while
leveraging high-quality pre-trained models currently available. We introduce a special kind
of finetuning that we call Unconditional-to-Conditional Transfer Learning, which does allow
finetuning unconditional models making them conditional.
Our hypothesis is that by reusing pre-trained weights one can accelerate and stabilize
the training convergence, and also achieve better results. Such an adaptation is not trivial
since the model has to take an additional vector which dictates the natural language condition. That has to be done without causing the collapse of the pre-trained model which could
be caused by randomly initialized layers for instance. For that reason, we believe that the
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modifications should be minimal and added in the right places with parsimony. In addition, TC-StyleGAN2 makes use of strategies to prevent overfitting and to increase the space
smoothness. These strategies are two-fold: (i) employing Conditional Augmentation (CA)
on the text embedding, to allow learning a conditional smooth space using a fixed, discrete
set of captions; and (ii) an Adaptive Discriminator Augmentation, that can increase image
transformations when the model is being able to overfit the data. Following, we discuss each
part of the proposed approach.

2.1

Overall architecture

StyleGAN networks are largely inspired by style-influencing techniques. Those techniques,
such as AdaIN, allow introducing the input noise vector across multiple stages of the network
allowing it to control the content and aesthetics of the synthesized images. StyleGAN model
is based on a straightforward GAN framework which contains in two main networks, namely
the generator G and the discriminator D. Both of them make use of a mapping network F
which helps to disentangle the representation of the noise space.
Figure 2 shows an overall view of TC-StyleGAN2. Gray boxes indicate parts that we
reuse weights pre-trained from standard StyleGAN2 models. White objects denote deep
networks: generator, discriminator and text encoder. Yellow boxes represent vectors. Orange
ones employ (non)linear projections and transformations. Finally, red shapes are scalars. We
made two main modifications to the original model in order to introduce natural language
information while still being able to reuse the pre-trained weights: (i) The dimensions of the
noise vector z ∈ Z 512 are split in half, and we concatenate text information in the other half
of the vector; and (ii) we enforce the discriminator latent representation vector d to have high
cosine similarity to the sentence embedding s used as the image synthesis condition. Such
score is also used as additional information for the discriminator prediction.
Both modifications are important so the generator can synthesize a plethora of different
images, due to the sampling z ∼ N (µ, σ 2 ), though respecting the condition fixed on the other
part of the input vector. By adding the cosine constraint in the discriminator, it becomes able
to penalize when generated images are not correspondent to the original sentence.

2.2

Generator

Formally, our synthesis network takes two input vectors: the noise vector z ∼ Z 256 and the
textual condition vector s ∈ S 256 . Such vectors are concatenated and then mapped to an
intermediate representation w ∈ W 512 through 8 layers of a non-linear mapping network F.
Given that we adjusted and projected the input vectors into the regular dimensionality it is
possible to load trained weights for the entire generator G, including F.
Note that z follows a certain probability density and S is a pre-trained embedding space
(see Section 2.5), but the intermediate latent space W can learn a more linear, less entangled
representation, since it does not have a previously defined distribution. The intermediate
representation w through learnable affine transformations generates the style codes tγ and tβ
that are responsible to control adaptive instance normalization AdaIN. The AdaIN operation
does perform channel-wise operations of scale and shift based on the style vectors projected
from w and is used in the synthesis network G at each convolutional layer. The remaining of
the generator architecture follows closely the original implementation.
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2.3

Discriminator

In GANs the discriminator D network is responsible for detecting if an image is real or artificially generated. It is the responsible for generating gradient signal to the system given
that we can assign discrete labels y ∈ { f ake, real}. Therefore, discriminator goal is to estimate the probability of a given image being real or not, i.e., D = P(yi |v). We modify the
discriminator so its prediction considers also the condition vector s.
First, the discriminator can take either a real image or a generated image. Such image
is processed by several convolutional layers that output a discriminator latent representation d512 . In parallel, we input the condition vector s into a new randomly trained mapping
network that operates in R256 . We then employ a linear projection layer E to generate ŝ
which is a 512-dimensional vector. We use such linear mappings so we can get the same
representation level and disentanglement from the intermediate space of the generator. We
then compute a similarity score cos(ŝ, d) to encourage D to approximate the condition distribution. The final output from the discriminator is the weighted sum (λC conditional weight,
and λD unconditional weight) of a neuron and the cosine score, so both values have weight
while detecting if an image is not only real, but also correspondent to the natural query.
Our two largest modifications are splitting the input vector from the generator, and the
introduction of a new randomly initialized mapping network that is parallel to the discriminator main network flow. Such a network mainly adds a constraint to the prediction and does
not affect directly all the discriminator layers. It does affect them during backpropagation
given that the gradients are estimated from the loss function defined in Equation 1, whose
prediction was computed from a combination of the cosine constraint and the neuron prediction. We observe that we can get away with both modifications because they do not impact
strongly the main flow of the networks, though provide additional learning signal.

2.4

Loss function

We optimize the discriminator weights θD by minimizing the loss function of Equation 1 of
the predictions for both real and generated images:
∆θd

i
1 m h
− A(−D(vi , si )) − A(D(G(zi , si )))
∑
m i=1

(1)

where m is the number of instances in the batch, and vi is the ith image drawn from
the real data distribution I, and zi and si is the noise sampled and the corresponding sentence embedding from Z for that iteration. Besides, the activation function A(x) is defined by so f t plus(x) = β1 log(1 + exp(β ∗ x)), where β is a hyperparameter. Note that
that D(vi , si ) = cos(d, ŝ)λC + P(yi |vi )λD , where λC and λD are the weights for the conditional and unconditional prediction, respectively.
For optimizing the weights θg of the synthesis network, we use the opposite of the loss
function for the D as shown in Equation 2.
∆θg

i
1 m h
− A(D(G(zi , si )))
∑
m i=1

(2)

The overall optimization problem objective is then formulated as the following adversarial training framework:
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min max Ev∼I [−A(−D(vi , si ))] + Ez∼Z [−A(D(G(zi , si )))]
D

2.5

G

(3)

Text Encoder

Condition representation. A core aspect of our architecture is the design of the text encoder that will extract a vector representation from the text queries. Such encoder should
be able to represent details and fine-grained information from text for the used datasets. To
achieve this, text descriptions were encoded using the Deep Attentional Multimodal Similarity Model (DAMSM) from the AttnGan encoder module [30]. The idea of DAMSM
module draws inspiration from multimodal alignment models [15, 29], where it learns an
image-text encoding function, φ (I) and φ (S), that projects both paired representations into
the same multimodal space. Such functions are trained so that the distances of related pairs
is minimized, while unpaired images and texts are far from each other. It does that by training a global representation for images and text, while using a cross-attention mechanism to
improve on local and fine-rained detail recognition. Note such encoder defines the condition space. Recently, Ye et al. improved AttnGan and DM-GAN [37], using a contrastive
learning approach. In the pre-training stage, this technique was employed in the DAMSM
module, learning a more consistent textual representation. Then, this method was utilized
in the GANs training, enhancing the consistency between the generated images and their
respective captions. Experimental results have shown that the quality of synthesized images
has improved significantly, in terms of FID. In this paper, we used the original DAMSM
text-encoder module for representing the caption embedding.
Text Augmentation: Considering the condition space, one can see that if the amount of
text queries is limited we have a discontinued space. In order to increase the continuity
and smoothness of such space we employ the Condition Augmentation (CA) technique [33].
Hence, instead of considering the embedding φ (Si ) = si of each caption for a given image vi ,
we sample a textual embedding ŝ ∼ N(µ(s), Σ(s)) where µ(s) and Σ(s) are the mean and
diagonal of the covariance matrix of si . Such statistics represent the textual embeddings distribution for a given image. With the aid of CA, the model is going to take far more training
pairs, which is particularly important for small datasets, such as CUB and Oxford Flowers.

2.6

Adaptive Discriminator Augmentation

One of the largest challenges in training GANs is the amount of data needed for training some
models, such as StyleGAN-size models. In limited datasets, it is easy for the discriminator
to overfitting the data. Recent work [14] have proposed a mechanism that stabilizes training
in limited data regimes, using an adaptive discriminator augmentation technique, namely
ADA. The technique consists of applying 18 types of transformations to the training images
with a given probability p. The probability p is adaptively incremented or decremented by
a fixed value based on a overfitting level score generated by a heuristic. ADA has proved to
be effective to improve transfer of learning in unconditional GANs, leading to better results
in terms of FID and IS, in several benchmark datasets [1, 2, 3]. The default incarnation
of TC-StyleGAN2 uses ADA, which proved to be important in unconditional-to-conditional
transfer learning. It allows us to finetune large models in small datasets while maintaining
generalization capabilities. We provide a complete ablation regarding its impact in Section 3.
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FID ↓

IS ↑

Methods

CUB

Oxford-102

CUB

Oxford 102

StackGAN++ [34]
AttnGAN [30]
DM-GAN [37]
RATGAN [32]
ET2I [23] [23]
Lightweight ManiGAN [16]
LAFITE [36]

15.30
23.98
16.09
13.91
11.17
8.02
10.48

48.68
16.47
-

4.04 ± 0.05
4.36 ± 0.03
4.75 ± .07
5.36 ± 0.20
4.23 ± 0.05
5.97

3.26 ± 0.01
4.09
3.71 ± 0.06
-

TC-StyleGAN2 (Ours)

7.49

9.47

5.99 ± 0.20

3.84 ± 0.15

Table 1: Comparison of TC-StyleGAN2 against state-of-the-art models.
CUB

Oxford-102

Methods

FID ↓

KID (x 103 ) ↓

FID ↓

KID (x 103 ) ↓

From Scratch
+ ADA
+ U2C transfer
+ Conditional Augmentation
+ λD Tuning

14,04
9,40
8,02
7,53
7,49

5,55
4,11
2,25
2,07
2,14

34,44
11,37
9,47
10,13
9,85

22,87
3,51
2,11
2,87
2,41

Table 2: FID and KID for various generator designs (lower is better)

2.7

Unconditional-to-Conditional Transfer Learning

One of the main goals of this work is to understand the use of pre-training information from
StylenGAN2, trained in an unconditional paradigm in larger datasets. We expect that by taming such unconditional models into conditional ones, we should be able to generate authentic
real-looking images coherent with their respective textual descriptions. This would not only
accelerate the training convergence process, but also improve the overall quality of the images. For most of our experiments, we use the StyleGAN2 pre-trained weights on FFHQ [1]
data. FFHQ is a far more diverse dataset than CUB and Flowers-102. During training, there
must be a domain shift between the source and target images. Notably, we have added extra
level of complexity to the model so it can take condition vectors. Hence, we reuse all weights
from StyleGAN2-FFHQ to initialize D and G weights in the new architecture (see modules
inside the gray boxes in Figure 2). Some layers had to be randomly initialized, such as the
mapping network and linear projection of the condition vector employed in parallel to the
discriminator. In Section 3 we show that such modifications benefit text-to-image synthesis
by using generator and discriminator pre-trained weights from unconditional models.

3

Experiments

Setup. We employ the standard datasets for evaluating text-to-image synthesis, namely CUB
[24] and Oxford-102 [18]. They are used in most of our baselines. In Section 3.1, models
are evaluated with the standard GAN evaluation metrics, namely FID [11], KID, [5] and IS
[22]. We also showcase qualitatively studies in 3.2. For the U2C transfer we employ weights
trained on Flickr-Faces-HQ dataset [1]. It has a diversity of 70,000 high-quality 1024 × 1024
images.
Baselines. We compare TC-StyleGAN2 to state-of-the-art approaches, such as RATGAN [32],
Lightweight ManiGAN [16], ET2I [23] and LAFITE [36], and a baseline that is the same
architecture of TC-StyleGAN2 but without Unconditional-to-Conditional Transfer Learning. To evaluate the efficiency of our training and transfer-learning strategies, we trained
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Figure 3: FID for various generator designs (lower is better)
our models for a maximum of 24 hours using a single v100 GPU per run. We used {λD =
0.25, λD = 1} for CUB, and {λD = 1, λD = 1} for Oxford-102. Additional hyperparameter
tuning information and training details can be found in Supplementary Material.

3.1

Quantitative Analysis

Table 1 shows quantitative results for our main approach, TC-StyleGAN2, as well as results
from prior work. Notably, our approach outperformed all past work by large margins. We
achieve 7.48 FID versus 8.02 for Lightweight ManiGAN in CUB dataset. The third best result is 10.48 FID from LAFITE. Note that TC-StyleGAN2 results present a relative improvement of roughly 40% when compared to LAFITE. Compared to the previously reported FID
results for Oxford-102, once again results of TC-StyleGAN2 are second to none.
For the sake of completeness we also report Inception Scores (IS), which do help to
confirm that our approach improves over the prior art for CUB dataset. We highlight that
that IS values are not as reliable as FID ones. Results clearly show that IS are not as efficient
to measure progress in the field as FID ones. For instance, when we compare StackGAN++
(older model that produces lower quality samples) to our approach the relative improvement
of FID for Oxford-102 is 650%; while IS values show only a 17% improvement, and most
of the remaining models actually fall in the standard variation range.1
Recall that standard TC-StyleGAN2 incarnation is build on top of the StyleGAN2 architecture, and employs unconditional-to-conditional transfer learning, Condition Augmentation, and ADA. Table 2 provides an ablation study that shows the impact of each component
in the generator design of TC-StyleGAN2. The models trained from scratch (all layers randomly initialized) had the worst results, and sometimes the training procedure diverged.
ADA clearly causes strong reductions of 33.05% and 66.99% in the FID scores. It is very
clear as well that Unconditional-to-Conditional Transfer Learning does bring important improvements to the results. Textual augmentation improved performance on the CUB dataset,
while for Oxford-102 Flowers dataset results decreased marginally.
In Figure 3, training from scratch results in more training instability after a few iterations,
and may cause divergence. Hence, each proposed component in TC-StyleGAN2 is quite important and helpful not only for improving generalization but also for accelerate and stabilize
1 More

details in Supplementary Material.
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Figure 4: Leftmost illustration showcases images generated by linear interpolation in the
intermediate space W (left to right). Center image depicts arithmetic in the text-embedding
space which enables natural language-based image-editing. Rightmost image shows that
TC-StyleGAN2 outperforms most of prior work in a few hundred iterations.
the training procedure. Using ADA the FID will take longer to improve but model gets far
more robust to overfitting and unstability. Using the complete approach (ADA+Finetuning),
the transfer-learning results in state-of-the-art FID values very quickly.

3.2

Qualitative Analysis

Image Editing: similarly to [23], our model is also capable of editing images in textual
space, while preserving structural and main features of the birds and also the environment.
The middle illustration in Figure 4 shows different examples, with addition and subtraction of characteristics that vary color, sizes, and fine-grained details such as beak size and
wing color. The sentence encoded by φ ("this is a yellow bird with a blue wings") when subtracted from the embedding φ ("blue wings"), produces an image that preserves its structure,
but with the semantic characteristic was removed.
Interpolation: we can visualize if the learned W has structural regularity by interpolating between two vectors in that space. Leftmost part of Figure 4 shows the interpolation
between distinct input condition embeddings, but with the same noise. We can observe a
gradual merging of features between the generated images as requested by the prompted
text query. It clearly shows that our models were in fact learn to respect the condition during Unconditional-to-Conditional Transfer Learning. Even environment details were added
smoothly in a semantically meaningful fashion. In the second row, the water background
are gradually added to the image to match the bird species living environment. This elucidates how the intermediate latent space has regions that are far less entangled than the latent
spaces of noise and embedding. Though, we leave for future work to further explore how to
isolate better background modifications when those are not present in the natural queries.

4

Related Work

Some transfer-learning methods in GANs have been used in conditional generation. Wang
et al. proposed the initialization the weights of WGAN-GP [10] pre-trained on a diverse
dataset and then finetuned this model on small datasets. The pre-trained initialization rather
the random one improved the results of the model, achieving better results on fewer iterations. Then, Noguchi and Harada studied a method to reduce the number of weights to be
trained by focusing only on learnable batch statistics parameters of the hidden layers of a
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pre-trained generator. Wang et al. introduced a transfer method based on extracting knowledge from multiple pre-trained GANs through a trainable miner network. Freezing some
layers of the generator or the discriminator has been studied in [17, 35]. Mo et al. proposed
to freeze lower layers of the discriminator and only finetune the upper layers. Similarly, Zhao
et al. showed that low-level layers of the generator and discriminator trained on large-scale
datasets can be transferred to facilitate generation in distinct and small targets domains.
Karras et al. argue that transfer learning often gives better results than from scratch training, but it depends on the diversity of the source dataset, instead of the similarity between the
domains. Hence, diverse datasets can be used as source domains to generate more specific
ones. The use of such strategies in unconditional GANs showed promising results in limited datasets, often achieving better results than training from scratch. The aforementioned
techniques are easily extended to conditional tasks, but not to the text-conditioned ones. The
use of such strategies in unconditional GANs showed promising results in limited datasets,
often achieving better results than training from scratch. The aforementioned techniques are
easily adapted for use in conditional GANs, but not to the text-conditioned ones.
Wang et al. proposed a unified transfer learning method, which can be used for various kinds of image synthesis tasks, like text-to-image, audio-to-image, and image-to-image,
using style mixing data triplets computed from pre-trained and unconditional style GANs.
Then, the style mixing triplets are used in several image synthesis architectures, like SPADE
[20] and StarGanv2 [7], distilling the knowledge from the pre-trained teacher GAN. This
technique improved image quality results in different conditional image synthesis tasks.
Our transfer-learning approach has the advantage of being simpler while incarnating all the
weights of non-conditional StyleGAN2 architecture which notably achieved better results in
text-to-image tasks.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we proposed a simple, yet very effective transfer-learning approach for training text-conditioned GANs, namely Unconditional-to-Conditional Transfer Learning (U2C
transfer). By using such an approach we were able to modify the unconditional architecture
of StyleGAN2 to allow text-conditioned image synthesis, which we called Text-Conditioned
StyleGAN2 (TC-StyleGAN2). We also added stronger augmentation recipes and strategies,
which allowed us to train reasonably large models in very small datasets. Such a method
effortlessly outperformed previous state-of-the-art models by large margins in terms of FID
in widely used benchmarks. We have shown that pre-training information of an unconditional model trained in a different and more diverse dataset is really helpful when training
in smaller datasets. TC-StyleGAN2 took only a few hundred iterations to top most of the
prior work. In addition, learning procedure was much more stable when used the proposed
strategy. We show that our model is capable of image editing by doing arithmetic operations
on the text embedding information and interpolation in the latent intermediate space of the
Mapping Network. In future work, we intend to explore an adaptive mechanism of U2C
transferthat, in training, adjusts the currently fixed hyperparameters, based on heuristics of
how text-conditioned the model is.
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